CloudShell Colony Overview
CLOUDSHELL COLONY:
Simplify environment provisioning
and deployment throughout the
development and release pipeline.
CloudShell Colony is an Environment as a
Service platform connecting to your cloud
accounts like AWS, Azure, and Kubernetes —
streamlining environment provisioning
and deployment throughout your
value stream.

BENEFITS
Concentrate on innovation,
not on gluing pieces together

Environments that keep the
CI/CD pipeline flowing

Environment freedom without
losing cost and security control

Provide environments throughout
the DevOps toolchain. Abstract
applications and leverage your
Infrastructure-as-Code assets in
Terraform, CloudFormation, ARM
templates, and more.

Offer a visual catalog of blueprints
to deliver global end users with
self-service, on-demand dev/test
and production environments
in minutes.

Reduce resource sprawl and trace
cloud infrastructure utilization to
business needs with automatic
decommissioning, tagging, and
environment policies — without
making anyone wait.

ENVIRONMENTS AT SCALE
Deliver

Environments On-Demand

Simplify

Deployment to Production

Govern

The Use of Cloud Resources

Gain

Security and Compliance

View

Single Pane of Glass for Mixed Cloud
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FEATURES
SIMPLE BLUEPRINT MODELING
Build reusable environment blueprints on AWS, Azure and
Kubernetes. Environments are sourced controlled YAMLs or
visualized in a friendly UI. Environments include containers,
compute instances, load balancers, network & security
elements, serverless functions, cloud services, and more.
Support complex environments with parameters, initial data,
configuration, and health-checks.

SELF-SERVICE ENVIRONMENTS
Role and Policy based on-demand environments from a
blueprint catalog. Colony deploys your environment with
automatic set-up, health-checks, and tear-down that
work out of the box.

SEAMLESS CI/CD INTEGRATION
Native integration to the organizational DevOps
ecosystem including Jenkins, TeamCity, Github, and
more. Support for manual production updates to full
automated continuous deployment.

GOVERNANCE AT SPEED
RBAC, Multi-tenancy, Secret Management,
Audit Trail: Everything required to make sure
your scaling, security, and compliance are
covered while increasing release speed.

Cloudshell Platform: Trusted by the Global 500 and Innovators Everywhere
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